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Statement of Disclaimer
This FPE 596 project report is a class assignment; it has been graded and accepted as fulfillment of the
course requirements. Acceptance of this report in to fulfill course requirements does not imply
technical accuracy or reliability. Any use of information in this report is done at the risk of the user.
These risks may include, but may not be limited to, catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of
patent or copyright laws. California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo and its staff cannot
be held liable for any use or misuse of this project report.
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Abstract
This FPE 596 culminating project report was developed to meet the requirements for completion of the
Fire Protection Master’s Program at Cal Poly. The report is intended to provide a detailed understanding
of fire and building code requirements as well as describe both prescriptive and performance based
approaches to human behavior in fire scenarios, building evacuation strategies, egress design and
tenability analysis. An overall determination will be made to evaluate if the building provides the
expected levels of safety for building occupants from fire.
The office building #211 was designed and constructed to be compliant with the International Building
Code (IBC) 2015 and NFPA 13 along with company specific standards. This building was designed and
constructed to comply with the 2015 International Building Code (IBC) and the 2016 International Fire
Code. This building was completed in 2018 and was built to accommodate offices, information
technology and technical engineering support personnel. Applicable codes and standards referenced
throughout this report include the IBC 2018 edition, 2018 Life Safety Code (NFPA 101), 2019 Standard
for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems (NFPA 13), 2019 National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code (NFPA
72), 2018 Fire Code (NFPA 1), 2020 Standard for the Fire Protection of Information Technology
Equipment (NFPA 75), 5th Edition of the Society of Fire Protection Engineers Handbook and the 2nd
Edition of the Guide to Human Behavior in Fire.
The prescriptive based analysis in this report provides an overview of this two-storey office building and
evaluates compliance with applicable codes and standards to determine if this building meets
compliance. The prescriptive analysis assessed the egress analysis and design, the buildings structural
fire protection, flammability of materials, the fire detection, alarm and communication systems and the
automatic water based fire suppression system installed throughout the building. It was determined
that the building was in compliance with all codes and standards.
Performance based analysis was also conducted to determine if the available safe egress time (ASET)
exceeded the required safe egress time (RSET) for the building occupants. Design fires were evaluated
combined with fire modeling to determine the ASET for the third design fire. Tenability criteria was
established and evaluated the smoke obscuration and its effect on the building occupants visibility to
safely egress. Additional tenability criteria such as smoke layer interface, temperature, smoke toxicity
from the design fires were not evaluated. The office building described in this egress analysis
demonstrates equivalency and complies with the 2018 IBC requirements described within this report.
This building does have additional fire protection systems installed which includes a sprinkler system,
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smoke detection and alarm in order to protect the occupants and contribute to the ASET of
approximately 7.5 minutes which exceeds the RSET of approximately 6 minutes. The active and passive
fire protection systems installed in this building if activated as per design would likely allow for all
occupants to safely evacuate safely. There are limitations and assumption made during performance
based design analysis of egress systems and these need to be considered when designing and
implementing fire protection and life safety systems for building occupants.
With prescriptive design our life safety objectives are implicit and if all the prescriptive requirements are
met which is the case for this building with respect to exit capacity, the number of exits, exit travel
distances, protected enclosures, construction materials and other requirements listed in this report then
the ASET will likely exceed the RSET plus a margin of safety. A reasonable safe environment for building
occupants is being provided. Performance based design objectives are more explicit and demonstrate
moving people out of hazardous environments before the hazard develops to the point where it will
threaten the health and safety of the occupants.
The building owner must continue to maintain all the fire protection and life safety systems within the
building and continue to conduct emergency evacuation exercises in order to protect the building
occupants, the building structure and its components. It is also recommended that the building owner
keep areas free of combustible storage and replace upholstered furniture with cotton fabric or metal
furniture to reduce the significance of building fires.
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Objective / Scope
The culminating project report evaluates the fire and life safety features of the building. The report is
intended to provide a detailed understanding of fire and building code requirements as well as describe
both prescriptive and performance based approaches to human behavior in fire scenarios, building
evacuation strategies, egress design and tenability analysis. An overall determination will be made to
evaluate if the building provides the expected levels of safety for building occupants from fire.

Building and Site Overview
Office building #211 was constructed in 2018 and built to accommodate offices, information technology
and technical engineering support personnel. The building was designed to have multiple
communication and server rooms, visualization rooms with the balance of the floor plan functioning as
an open office style with cubicles. The building will accommodate approximately 925 occupants.
The building is two stories in height and is classified as a Group B business occupancy. The building
height is 28.8 ft (8.73m) and has a total building floor area of 78,050 ft2 (7,251 m2). The building is nonseparated mixed use with the majority of both floors containing open plan offices with cubicles utilizing
demountable modular partitions. Conference rooms and upper level office spaces are enclosed by steel
stud gypsum board partitions to the height of the drop ceiling. Below the first floor there is a crawl
space that spans the entire area of the building and contains the concrete foundation that supports the
steel beams and columns.
The building is a single building located in a corporate business park located in the Middle East.
Surrounding this office building are other business occupancies and portable office buildings located
within the company owned and operated community. The building is located a few blocks from the fire
department which is located to the south of this building. The main access roads are to the south and
the east of this building.
The building is protected throughout by an NFPA 13 sprinkler system and contains a non-required fire
alarm and detection system with smoke detection in the open office areas, each individual office,
conference room, telecommunication center, electrical rooms, IT rooms, and mechanical rooms. The
building owner has a standard practice to not install sprinklers in the IT, electrical, and mechanical
rooms and enclose them with a 2-hour fire-resistance-rated walls separating these spaces from the rest
of the building. There is one elevator in the building and two open convenience stairways which
connect the first and second floors. There are interior exit stairways provided at two corners of the
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building which provide protected egress directly to the exterior of the building from the second floor.
The building classification is summarized in Table 1 below.
Table 1 – Building Classification

Building Classification Schedule
Code Requirements
Construction Type of Building
Type II-B Sprinklered
Occupancy Classification
Group B
Height of the Building
28.8 ft (8.78 m)
Number of Stories, Mezzanines, Basements
2 storey, no mezzanine and no basement
Indicate Separated or Non-Separated Occupancies
No separation required
Allowable Floor Area per Storey

23,000 ft2 (2,136.7 m2)

Allowable Area with Building Modifications and
Sprinklers, IBC section 506.3
Actual Building Area (2 Floors)
Allowable Building Height, IBC section 503
Fire Protection Systems

126,500 ft2 (11,752 m2)
78,050 ft2 (7,251 m2)
55 ft (16.76 m)
Fully (Automated) Sprinklered
Fire Alarm and Detection System and Smoke Detection

Occupancy Classification
As per IBC 2018, Section 302, occupancy classifications for buildings are based on the primary purpose
of the building, nature of hazards and risks to building occupants. Areas of the building, rooms or spaces
can be identified as multipurpose and multiple occupancy groups shall be identified within this building
in compliance with Section 508. Occupancy groups contain functional designations within the
occupancy group descriptions defined in Section 302.1. This building is classified as Business Group B
occupancy as the building use is for office space, professional services but does contain areas not
normally occupied such as mechanical rooms. In addition, this is the signature building surrounded by a
group of smaller portable buildings so this building is used by other employees and the conference
rooms are regularly reserved by other building occupants. There are two vestibules on the first floor
which is a transitional space and not included in the occupant floor area and load calculations.
The building drawings are shown below in Figures 1 to 4 and display the functional space based on
occupancy classifications, the area of the spaces, occupant load factors and calculated occupant load for
that space. Figures 1 to 4 also display the exit stairways, fire rated enclosures, support rooms which
include electrical, telecom, and server rooms, business spaces which includes the majority of the open
style floor plan including the restrooms. The assembly areas are identified based on the function of the
space which allows for the gathering of persons for the purposes of social, religious and drink
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consumption which all occur within the building. Each floorplan drawing below is divided into two parts
and connected by a match line (ML) to aid in viewing.
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2 hour fire rated wall
enclosures around
the service rooms.
Outlined in Red.

Business
15882 ft2
150 SF/P
106 OCC

Assembly
1276 ft2
15 SF/P
86 OCC

Business
650 ft2
150 SF/P
5 OCC

Support
582 ft2
300 SF/P
2 OCC

1 hour fire rated wall around
exit enclosure. Outlined in
Green.
Figure 1: Building Drawing: First Floor Plan ML-1
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2 hour fire rated wall
enclosures around
the service rooms.
Outlined in Red.

Business
16384 ft2
150 SF/P
110 OCC
Business
650 ft2
150 SF/P
5 OCC
Support
330 ft2
300 SF/P
2 OCC

Assembly
1822 ft2
15 SF/P
122 OCC

1 hour fire rated wall around
exit enclosure. Outlined in
Green.

Figure 2: Building Drawing: First Floor Plan ML-2
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2 hour fire rated wall
enclosures around the
elevator shaft and support
rooms. Outlined in Red.
Business
15834 ft2
150 SF/P
106 OCC

Support
328 ft2
300 SF/P
2 OCC
Assembly
2542 ft2
15 SF/P
170 OCC

Business
650 ft2
150 SF/P
5 OCC

1 hour fire rated
wall around exit
enclosure.
Outlined in Green.

Figure 3: Building Drawing: Second Floor Plan ML-1
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2 hour fire rated
wall enclosures
around the
support rooms.
Outlined in Red.

Enclosure
Door
44”
0.2
160

1 hour fire rated
wall around exit
enclosure.
Outlined in
Green.

Business
650 ft2
150 SF/P
5 OCC
Support
334 ft2
300 SF/P
2 OCC

Assembly
1216 ft2
15 SF/P
82 OCC
Business
17112 ft2
150 SF/P
115 OCC

Figure 4: Building Drawing: Second Floor Plan ML-2
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Building Occupancy Classifications & Calculations
Table 2: Occupant Load Calculations

References used to calculate the occupant load for each space and the entire floor is based on
determining the function of the space and the occupant load factor (OLF) from Table 1004.5 Maximum
Floor Area Allowances Per Occupant from the 2018 IBC.
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The egress capacity of the second floor is limited to the 4 exit stairwells and the minimum width based
on component. For stairways, the capacity shall be calculated by multiplying the occupant load by a
capacity factor of 0.3” per occupant as per IBC 2018 1005.3.1 Stairways. For other egress components,
the capacity shall be calculated by multiplying the occupant load by a capacity factor of 0.2” per
occupant as per IBC 2018 1005.3.2. The total occupant load for the entire second floor is 487 and the
occupant demand per exit with the floor containing 4 exits is 612 occupants as shown in the Table 3
below which does not exceed the door and stairwell capacity.
Table 3: Egress Capacity Calculations

The two open main interior stairwells do not have doors. The egress capacity of the floor can support
612 occupants based on using the stairwell capacity calculation as it provides the most conservative
approach, controlling capacity (lower egress capacity value) compared to the door egress capacity.

Location of Building Exits
The first floor exits are displayed below with red arrows on the first floor building drawing shown in
Figure 5 below. There are a total of 6 exits on the main floor that occupants can access to exit the
building. The second floor exits are displayed below in Figure 6 with red arrows and there are a total of
4 exits from the second floor which allow occupants to descend down to the first floor. The number of
exits or exit access doorways required within the means of egress system shall comply with the IBC
2018, Section 1006.2 for spaces. Based on an occupant load of 925 occupants, a minimum of three exits
are required for any space with an occupant load of 501 to 1000. This building is compliant as there are
4 exits on the second floor. This building is compliant with 2018 IBC, Table 1006.3.2 as the occupant
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load of the second floor is 487 and the first floor is 438 occupants which requires a minimum number of
2 exits or access to exits per story which is exceeded in this building. The building has a sprinkler system
installed and for a business occupancy the maximum occupant load is 49 with one exit and the
maximum common path of egress travel distance is 100 ft as per the 2018 IBC, Table 1006.2.1. Each
floor is a large open floor plan and the occupant load does not exceed 50 occupants within any of the
individual functional spaces. Several of the conference rooms, huddle rooms, visualization rooms and
the coffee shop waiting areas have been classified as assembly spaces and these do not exceed 50
occupants. There are no issues with the common path of egress travel as occupants have the
opportunity to travel in multiple directions upon leaving spaces within the fully operational open floor
plan. When a building is equipped throughout with an automatic sprinkler system the separation
distance of the exit doors shall not be less than 1/3 the length of the maximum overall diagonal
dimension of the area served. The exit spacing meets this requirement as the enclosed stairwell exits
are located at the opposite corners of the building and 2 additional open exit stairways are located on
both the west and east side of the floors. The exit layouts meet the IBC requirements described within
Chapter 10. There are no exit access corridors or exit passageways that extend from the exit enclosure
of this building. All the building exits open directly to the exterior of the building and there are no
horizontal exits used within the building. The two enclosed exit stairways provide vertical egress directly
to the exterior of the building from the second floor and are protected with a 1 hour fire rated wall
enclosure from the rest of the building.
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Floor Plans with Location of Exits

Figure 5: Location of Exits first floor layout
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Figure 6: Location of Exits second floor layout
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Travel Distance

Figure 7: Travel Distance Second Floor Plan

The longest travel distance to the nearest interior exit stairway was estimated as 236 ft (72 m) shown by the blue line above. The red line
estimated a travel distance of 222 ft (67.7 m).
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Figure 8: Travel Distance First Floor Plan

The longest travel distance to the nearest first floor exit which happens to be an exit access doorway was estimated as 168 ft (51 m) shown by
the red line above. The blue line estimated a travel distance of 135 ft (41 m).
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There are no concerns with the common path of egress travel distance requirements as the occupants
have the opportunity to travel both east or west out of the occupied spaces within the building in order
to travel towards an interior exit stairway and or exit the building. Section 1017, Table 1017.2, Exit
Access Travel Distance from the 2018 IBC states that buildings with a sprinkler system installed for B
(business) occupancy are allowed to have a maximum exit travel distance of 300 ft of the automatic
sprinkler system is installed and maintained as per Section 903.3.1.1, NFPA 13 sprinkler systems. The
maximum exit access travel distance is estimated as 236 ft so the maximum allowable exit travel
distance is not exceeded and displayed in Figures 7 and 8 above.

Arrangement of Exit Signs
The open floor plan design of this building creates an environment for occupants to be able to exit a
space and be able to immediately locate exit signs in either direction and this observation is subject to
field verification. The exit signs are compliant with the 2018 IBC, Section 1013 where approved exit
signs shall be readily visible from any direction of egress travel. The exit signs are displayed in Figures 9
and 10 below with red squares. The exit signs shall clearly indicate the direction of egress travel in cases
where the exit or the path of egress travel is not immediately visible to the building occupants and
would be placed in areas that can be viewed easily where the hallways intersect. Exit signs shall be
placed that any point in an exit access corridor or passageway within 100 ft or the listed viewing
distance of the sign, whichever is less, from the nearest visible exit sign. The bottom of the exits signs
shall be not less than 10 inches nor more than 18 inches above the floor level and be flush mounted to
the door or wall. Exit signs shall be internally or externally illuminated and function for a duration of not
less than 90 minutes in the event of a power outage. The face of an exit sign illuminated from an
external source shall have an intensity of not less than 5 foot candles (54 lux).
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Arrangement of Exit Signs

Figure 9: Arrangement of Exits first floor layout
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Figure 10: Arrangement of Exits second floor layout
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Fire Resistance Analysis
This Type II B office building has a NFPA 13 sprinkler system installed and fire alarm and detection
throughout the building as described in Table 1. The company typically does not install sprinklers in the
electrical, mechanical and telecom equipment rooms. These support rooms are enclosed with 2 hour
rated concrete masonry block walls and 90 minute fire rated doors and frames. The building meets the
fire resistance requirements for Type IIB construction as per Table 601 of the 2018 IBC which does not
require fire resistance ratings for the primary structural frame, bearing and non-bearing walls, roof and
floor construction.
Passive Fire Protection are the systems that compartmentalize a building and there are fire rated walls,
floors and doors installed around the electrical, mechanical, telecom equipment rooms and the exit
stairwell in order to keep the fire from spreading quickly and provide time for people to safely egress.
The penetrations that are located in the fire resistant walls have been sealed with materials to prevent
the passage of flames and hot gases.
Active Fire Protection include the systems that require some amount of action to work in the event of a
fire. The active fire protection system installed in this building includes the following: NFPA 13
automatic sprinkler system, a fire alarm and detection system with smoke detection, fire / smoke
damper system installed in the electrical, mechanical, telecom and exit stairwells.

Interior Finishes
Interior finish requirements prescribed in Chapter 8 of the 2018 IBC, section 803 classify interior wall
and ceiling finishes based on fire performance and smoke development in accordance with Section
803.1.1 or 803.1.2. Interior wall and ceiling finish materials shall be classified in accordance with ASTM
E84 or UL 723 and grouped in the following classes in accordance with their flame spread or smoke
development indices as indicated below in Table 4.
Table 4: Interior Finish Classes
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Table 5 below shows Table 803.13 of the 2018 IBC and indicates the interior wall and ceiling finish
requirements required by occupancy. For Group B occupancy and sprinklered buildings, the interior exit
stairways and ramps and exit passageways shall be Class B. Corridors and enclosure for exit access
stairways and ramps shall be Class C. Where a fire resistance rating is required for structural elements,
the enclosing partitions shall extend from the floor to the ceiling. Partitions that do not comply with this
shall be considered to be enclosing spaces and the rooms or spaces on both sides shall be considered to
be one room or space. Class C is permitted in rooms and enclosed spaces and shall be permitted in
places of assembly with an occupant load of 300 persons or less which is the case for this building as
there are no assembly spaces with this high of occupant load.
Class A materials are installed throughout the interior of the building as the walls are constructed out of
gypsum board and the ceiling tiles. The interior finish of this building complies with Table 5 as the
building requires Class B flame spread rating in the enclosed stairways and Class C ratings in the corridor
and enclosed spaces.
Table 5: Interior Wall and Ceiling Requirements by Occupancy

Construction Classification and Materials
This building is classified as a Type II B office building and was constructed to meet the requirements of
the International Building Code (IBC) 2015 and NFPA 13. The building occupancy is Group B (Business)
throughout the building. The buildings structural elements are constructed out of non-combustible
materials and there are both passive and active fire protection systems installed in the building. This
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building is an unprotected steel frame containing wide flange steel beams and columns used throughout
the building and the interior partitions are constructed of steel studs with gypsum board on both sides.
The exterior walls are constructed with exterior insulation finishing system (EIFS) which is designed to
comply with the flammability, fire resistance, ignitability and flame spread tests in NFPA 268.
The floor assembly is a 3.5” concrete slab on a 3” metal deck for a total depth slab-on-metal deck of 6.5
inches and there is no construction joint in the structure. The roof assembly is a metal deck roof and the
exterior walls are constructed with EIFS cladding cement board with a metal stud frame. The exterior
walls are light gauge steel studs with 12mm gypsum board sheeting on the inside. The electrical,
mechanical and telecom equipment rooms are enclosed with a 2 hour rated concrete masonry block
walls that extend to the structure and include 90 minute fire rated doors and frames. The exit stair
enclosures have a 1 hour fire rating, including the exit doors. Through penetrations of the rated
assemblies have the same rating as the enclosure walls. The two open stairwells can be considered part
of the accessible means of egress as they both have a minimum width of 48 inches and comply with the
2018 IBC Section 1009.3 requirements. Areas of refuge are not required at stairways in buildings
equipped throughout with an automatic sprinkler system in accordance with Section 903.3.1.1 or
903.3.1.2 of the 2018 IBC. Both the enclosed stairways and open stairwells have landings in the middle
of the stairways which have a minimum width of the stairway and are 48 inches. The doors that open
onto the landing of the enclosed stairways do not reduce the landing to less than one half the required
width and comply with Section 1011.6 of the 2018 IBC.

Fire Resistance Requirements
The office building was built to provide additional office space in a modern business area to
accommodate information technology equipment and personnel along with engineering support
personnel for various company operations. The entire building is Group B occupancy and Type II B
construction and contains a fire detection system with smoke detectors and a fire alarm control panel.
The allowable height is 55 feet per IBC Table 503 and the allowable height is increased by 20 feet since
the building is sprinklered. The allowable number of stories as per IBC Table 504.2 for this sprinklered
building are five and the actual height of this building is 8.78m (28.8ft).
The allowable area with building area modification and fire sprinklers according to the IBC section 506.3
is 11,752 m2 (126,500 ft2). The building total area of 7,251 m2 does not exceed the area restriction and
the building height of 8.78m does not exceed the allowable height. Based on the Table 6 below, Type II
B construction in all occupancies is not required to have any fire resistance ratings for building elements.
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Shafts that connect less than four stories are required to have a fire resistance rating of one hour as per
IBC Section 707.4
Table 6: IBC Fire Resistance Requirements

There is one elevator in the building and two sets of enclosed egress stairs located at opposite corners
of the building (NW and SE) that have 1 hour fire resistance ratings constructed out of concrete masonry
block walls. There are also two sets of interior open stairs located at either end of the center walkway
that do not have any fire resistance rating. The building has a NFPA 13 sprinkler system installed with a
fire water network and hydrants that are connected to the community water system and allow for fire
extinguishing after evacuation. There are also portable fire extinguishers located near most corridors
and exit areas in addition to fire wardens located on each floor and training in emergency response
procedures to assist with occupants safely evacuating the building in the event of a fire.
Space surrounding this office building are other business occupancies which have a separation distance
of at least 30ft away and comply with Table 602 of the 2018 IBC fire separation distance requirements.
This building is located a few city blocks from the company owned fire department which is located
south of the building. The building is surrounded by parking areas to the north and the main access
roads are located to the south and east of the building. There is a fire access road to the east of the
building where no parking is allowed.
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Fire Safety Strategy
The fire safety strategy goals and objectives are to provide a building that is safe for occupants and
protect them in the event of a fire by ensuring that all the building fire protection systems are
functioning so in the event of an emergency alarm situation all occupants can safely evacuate the
building. The fire safety strategy for this building is based on NFPA 101 Chapter 5 and Section 404 of the
IFC. Fire safety strategies focus on life safety, property protection, asset protection, environmental
protection and the protection from corporate risks such as reputation and intellectual property. The
building owner has the responsibility to comply with relevant standards and codes such as IBC, NFPA,
local AHJ requirements and ensure the reliability and functionality of the fire protection systems. The
primary goal and objective is life safety and secondary goals are to maintain property protection and
structural integrity.
The fire safety strategy should ensure that all building fire protection systems are functioning so in the
event of an emergency alarm situation all occupants can safely evacuate the building. Once fire
detection, alarm and communication systems are installed, they shall be inspected, maintained and
tested on a regular basis. A fire safety and emergency evacuation plan shall be developed that is site
specific and implemented effectively with regular emergency exercises, training and orientation of all
business occupants. The entire fire safety strategy has to remain reliable and functional to ensure the
safety of building occupants. As per NFPA 72-19, Section 24.5.23.2, all components that affect the
operation of the fire alarm system, including mass notification systems which control building life safety
systems shall be listed for fire alarm use and shall be in compliance with applicable standards such as
ANSI/UL 864, Standard for Control Units and Accessories for Fire Alarm Systems. All of the fire alarm
system devices and appliances are UL listed and some of the specification sheets are provided in the
Appendix #2.
People tend to not move to alarms but do to voices, systems should consider multiple languages, decide
which language is predominant in addition to English. In this building there is no voice mass notification
system installed but emergency communication systems (ECS) must produce the desired messages so
that the intended listeners will both hear and understand the message. It is advisable to use prerecorded messages as often as possible. Emergency messages must contain enough information to let
occupants know exactly what to do in order to be effective. Occupants need to trust the warning
message so consideration should be given to evaluate who is providing the warning information as
occupants need to trust the warning message. There is no communication without intelligibility and
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without intelligibility there is no understanding. One of the issues with communication is the illusion
that understanding has been accomplished. Articulation is key to get information to occupant. NFPA
72-19, Annex G, provides strategies for developing emergency messages for buildings. Changes to the
building layout, alterations and repairs shall be completed, inspected to ensure occupants are not
exposed to fire hazards. Frequent inspections of affected areas shall be implemented to ensure the
ongoing safety of the building. Exits should remain free of obstructions, hazardous work areas to remain
inaccessible to building occupants, contractors have required qualifications and equipment to conduct
work, flammables and combustible materials are stored and handled safely and any heat producing
equipment such as heaters, kettles, coffee makers are inspected, maintained and used in a safe manner.
The fire and safety departments provide ongoing support to building owners and occupants to maintain
building compliance and protect occupants.

Fire Alarm, Detection and Communication Systems
Fire detection systems are engineered to identify fires and provide notification during the early stages of
a fire including the development of hazardous conditions in order to save lives and minimize building
loss. Fire alarm system functions detect fire events, alert building occupants, notify the fire department,
initiate the operation of automatic fire protection systems such as fire suppression, smoke control,
elevator recall. The prescriptive fire alarm design for this building was installed to comply with NEC,
NFPA 72, IBC and IFC codes. NFPA 72, 2019 edition was referenced in this project and NFPA covers the
application, installation, location, performance, inspection, testing and maintenance of fire alarm
systems, supervising station alarm systems, public emergency alarm reporting systems, warning
equipment and emergency communication components.
Alarm and detection systems do not suppress the fire and smoke detectors operate quicker than heat
detectors and therefore are also installed in buildings with sprinkler systems. The type of fire detection
and alarm system installed is a result of risk based building safety objectives. The fire detection and
alarm system includes detectors, manual pull stations, alarms and supervisory devices. Manual pull
stations are installed as part of the alarm system to allow building occupants the opportunity to trigger
an alarm and alert others. Pull stations are positioned along egress routes so they can be identified and
used while evacuating. Supervisor and notification devices alert others there is a problem and/or an
alarm condition. The detectors installed in this building all have a unique digital identifier and are
connected to the fire alarm control panel. The fire alarm system installed in this building is an
addressable system which have several advantages as these systems indicate where the activation and
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alarm situation is located. Trouble signals also can identify the component that has a problem so it can
be easily inspected and repaired accordingly.
The fire alarm system installed in this building would be classified as a supervising station alarm system
and further described as a proprietary supervising station alarm system as per NFPA 72-19, Section
3.3.291.2. This building falls under a single owner and receives support form a proprietary supervising
station and protected by trained people. The fire alarm control panel (FACP) is an EST3 from Edwards
United Technologies, UL 864 listed, addressable, system installed in this building is located near the
main east entrance on the first floor, which typically would be the closest entrance point for emergency
responders as shown in Appendix 2. This FACP connects and communicates with all the fire and smoke
detection devices within the building.
Chapter 9 of the 2018 IBC, Section 901, General, 901.2 fire protection systems states that fire protection
systems shall be installed, repaired, operated and maintained in accordance with the IBC and IFC. Any
fire protection system or portion thereof not required by this code shall be permitted to be installed for
partial or complete protection provided that the system meets the requirements of this code. Section
903.1 states that persons shall not remove or modify any fire protection system installed or maintained
under the provisions of the IBC or the IFC without approval by the building official. Section 901.5
requires fire protection systems to be tested in accordance with the requirements of this code and the
IFC. Where required, the tests shall be conducted in the presence of the building official. Tests required
by this code, the IFC and the standards listed in this code shall be conducted at the expense of the
owner. It shall be unlawful to occupy portions of a structure until the required fire protection systems
within that portion of the structure have been tested and approved. Where required, fire protection
systems shall be monitored by an approved supervising station in accordance with NFPA 72 and Section
901.6.3 of the 2018 IBC, Fire alarm systems. Fire alarm systems required by the provisions of Section
907.2 of the IBC and sections 907.2 and 907.9 of the IFC shall be monitored by an approved supervising
station in accordance with Section 907.6.6 of the 2018 IBC. Where buildings are divided into fire areas,
such fire areas shall be separated by fire walls constructed in accordance with Section 904.3.4 of the
2018 IBC, Alarms and warning signs. Where alarms are required to indicate the operation of automatic
fire-extinguishing systems, distinctive audible and visible alarms and warning signs shall be provided to
warn of pending agent discharge. Audible signals shall be in accordance with Sections 907.5.2 and
904.3.5 of the 2018 IBC. Where a building fire alarm system is installed, automatic fire-extinguishing
systems shall be monitored by the building fire alarm system in accordance with NFPA 72 and Section
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904.4.2 Alarm testing of the 2018 IBC. Notification appliances, connections to fire alarm systems and
supervising stations shall also be tested in accordance with Sections 904.4.2 and 907 to verify proper
operation.
The combined group B occupant load for all floors is 500 or more or the occupant load is more than 100
persons or below the lowest level of exit discharge and/or the fire area contains an ambulator care
facility. Exceptions include manual fire alarm boxes are not required where the building is equipped
throughout with an automatic sprinkler system installed in accordance with Section 903.3.1.1 and the
occupant notification appliances will activate throughout the notification zones upon sprinkler water
flow.
Since this building has an automatic sprinkler system installed the IBC does not require manual fire
alarm boxes installed but the building owner has installed and committed to maintain it based on the
current occupancy. Smoke detection is provided in many areas including the lobbies, storage rooms,
mechanical and telecom rooms where increased heat and fire hazards may occur.
As per NFPA 72-19, Table 18.5.5.5.1 spacing of notification appliances shall be in accordance with either
Table 18.5.5.5.1(a) or Table 18.5.5.5.1 (b) as shown in Table 7 below. The required room spacing for
ceiling mounted visual notification appliances with lighting output up to 75cd in this building based on
the ceiling height of 10ft would be 44ft x 44ft. Spacing in corridors 20ft or less shall also be in
accordance with 18.5.5.5 or 18.5.5.6. Section 18.4.9.3 if combination audible/visual notification
appliances are installed, the location of the installed appliance shall be determined by the requirements
of Table 18.5.5.5.1(b).
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Table 7: Room Spacing for Notification Appliances

NFPA 72-19, Chapter 18, Section 18.4.4.1 ensures that audible public mode signals are clearly heard,
unless otherwise permitted by 18.4.4.2 through 18.4.4.5 shall have a sound level of at least 15 dB above
the average ambient sound level or 5 dB above the maximum sound level. Table 8 from NFPA 72-19,
lists the average ambient sound levels of standard occupancies and for business occupancy is 54 dBA as
shown in Table 8. Therefore, communication systems have to meet 69 dBA for all occupiable areas in
that space for business occupancies.
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Table 8: Ambient Sound Level by Occupancy

As per NFPA 72B, 2019, Section 17.7.3.2.1 – spot-type smoke detectors shall be located on the ceiling
between the ceiling and 12 inch down from the ceiling to the top of the detector. Per Section
17.7.3.2.3.1, in the absence of specific performance-based design criteria, the distance between the
smoke detectors shall not exceed a nominal spacing of 30 ft, and there shall be detectors within a
distance of one-half the nominal spacing, measured at right angles within the top 15% of the ceiling
height for prescriptive designs. All points on the ceiling shall have a detector within a distance equal or
less than 0.7 times the nominal 30ft spacing. The detector spacing can exceed the given 30ft spacing
and comply with the code if any source of combustion is within 21 ft of the horizontal projection of a
detector and no more than 900 sqft area being protected by one detector as per Figure 11 below.
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Figure 11: Detector Spacing Areas

Detector spacing assumptions include that the distances are based on rooms with smooth ceilings
having no physical obstructions between the contents being protected and the detectors. The
combustible nature of the room contents do not require closer spacing.
Table 9: Alarm and Detection System Inputs & Outputs
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The fire detection, alarm and communication system inputs and outputs for the fire detection, alarm
and communication system are shown in the Table 9 above. If system inputs 1-4 are initiated which are
manual fire alarm pull station, smoke detector alarm, flow switch alarm then this will actuate the
shutdown of the air handling system in the building which is shown in column I. This building does not
have a smoke extraction system.

Power Requirements
All fire alarm system installations shall be in accordance with the latest National Fire Protection
Association (NEC, NFPA-72), IBC and IFC standards. All wiring shall be 3-I/C #14 AWG (2.5mm) copper
THHN for initiating circuits and 3-I/C #12 AWG (4mm) for notification circuit unless otherwise indicated.
Class B 24VDC Power Circuits are powering the control modules for Class A NAC circuits. Per NFPA 72-19
Section 23.4.2.2, where the power to a device is supplied over a separate circuit from the signaling line
circuit or initiating device circuit, the operation of the power circuit shall meet the performance
requirements of the initiating device circuit or signaling line circuit. The power circuit for the control
module shall be Class A in accordance with these requirements. Booster Power Supplies (BPS) panels
provide efficient power to the circuits and are installed on both floors.
All fire alarm conduit system shall be rigid steel, hot-dip galvanized (RSC) for all exposed and subject to
mechanical damage. PVC coated rigid steel hot-dip galvanized (RSC) for all exposed to weather. PVC
conduit type direct burial PVC for all used below grade. Electrical metallic tubing (fire alarm EMT) for all
used above suspended ceiling and in partitions. All conduit penetration in firewalls shall be sealed with
approved sealant which is equal or greater than the fire rated wall.
Table 10: Conductor Properties
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As per NEC 70, 2017, Section 334.13 Exposed work, protection from physical damage, cables shall be
protected from physical damage where necessary by rigid metallic conduit (RMC) as commercial
construction requires additional protection. Section 344.20 states that the RMC conduit size shall range
between metric designator 16 to 155 (trade size ½ to size 6). Most types of conduit would be electrical
metallic tubing, EMT, but this would need validation to confirm it does not conflict with any other general
notes, any information on the building drawings or fire alarm specifications.
The type of cable used would be copper and likely 12 AWG because not transmitting large amounts of
power for detectors as described in Table 10. The minimum size of conductors for a voltage range from 0
to 2000 volts, 14 AWG copper conductor may be used as per NEC 70, Table 310.106 (A).
Addressable fire alarm system connects all the fire and smoke detection appliances together with a
central control monitoring station. Interconnectivity provides identifiable detection, additional
configuration options, reduced false alarms, improved reliability and responders are presented with the
specific alarm location. Testing and monitoring of individual devices can be diagnosed and repaired
more efficiently as any component malfunction will transmit an alarm.
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The notification appliances are listed in Table 11 below and are displayed on the building fire alarm
drawings in Appendix #1.
Table 11: Notification Appliances

Legend
Symbol

Description

Model #

Standby
Operating
Current (A)
0.0001

Alarm
Current (A)

Smoke Detector

SIGA-PS

0.0001

Pull Station

SIGA-E-278

0.0000

0.0001

In-Duct Smoke Detector

0.0000

0.0001

Horn/Strobe 75cd

Kidde SD4W
EG1-VM

0.0000

0.2810

Strobe 75cd

EG1-VM

0.0000

0.1530

Fire Alarm Remote
Annunciator Panel
Fire Alarm Control Panel
3-1/C #14 AWG

EST3LCDANN
E-FSC1004

0.0100

0.0500

0.1280

0.2420

3-1/C #12 AWG
Twisted Pair, 2-1/C #12 AWG
Flow Switch
Supervisor Switch

Voltage calculations shown in Table 12 are required to effectively ensure sufficient voltage is available
and is the only way to validate that the size of the conductors are sufficient and circuit length isn’t too
long.
Calculate the voltage drop and voltage drop in % for circuit. Assumptions are listed below:
} Assumptions: #12 AWG conductor
} System voltage = 24 V
} Resistance of copper wire is 1.98 ohms/1000ft
} DC input power supply, temporal low was selected, high candela 185db
} The notification appliance circuit (NAC) is connected to the Notification Appliances and then to
the FACP
} FACP located near the eastern entrance
} Table A.26.1 Alarm System Performance Criteria performance and limitations is 85% of the
name plate rated voltage, therefore, the minimum circuit voltage rating of the NAC is typically
85% of the nominal 24V would be 20.4V
} UL has defined the worst case voltage range to be between 16 to 33V
} The range of operation starts at 16V. The drop between 20.4V and 16V is 4.4V.
} Therefore, the maximum voltage drop permitted for this circuit is 4.4V.
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}
}
}
}

This is the most conservative approach, regardless of the input voltage as long as it’s above
20.4V.
The voltage at the end of the circuit must never be less than 16V.
Voltage calculation is required to effectively ensure sufficient voltage is available and the only
way to validate the size of conductors are sufficient and that you don’t have too long of a circuit.
The FACP selected for this system is the E-FSC, Conventional Fire Alarm Control Panel, See
Appendix #2 for spec sheet.
Table 12: Battery Calculation

}
}

}
}

As per NFPA 72, 2019 edition, Section 10.6.7.2.1.1, battery calculations shall include a minimum
20% safety margin above the calculated amp-hour capacity.
As per NFPA 72, 2019 edition, Section 10.6.7.2.1.4, The secondary power supply for the inbuilding fire emergency voice/alarm communications service shall be capable of operating the
system under quiescent load for a minimum of 24 hours and then shall be capable of operating
the system during a fire or other emergency condition for a period of 5 minutes at maximum
connected load.
The total battery capacity in amp-hours required to support the appliances is estimated as 5.784
amp-hours.
Standby power supplies of 24 amp-hour batteries were provided in the calculation with two 10
amp back up batteries. The calculations provided do predict spare capacity.
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Inspection Testing and Maintenance Requirements
As per NFPA-19, Section 3.3.292.2, Proprietary Supervising Station Service, related activities at the
protected premise, such as equipment installation, inspection, testing, maintenance and runner service,
are the responsibility of the owner. Inspection, testing, maintenance and commissioning requirements
for commissioning of systems and any special procedures or test methods should be documented as
well as inspection, testing, and maintenance procedures to address the design as well as any pertinent
features or systems that need to be assessed. The fire protection and alarm system construction
documents shall bear the seal of the responsible registered professional engineer.
The NFPA Fire Protection Handbook, 20th Edition, describes fire alarm objectives as well as the required
inspection, testing and maintenance requirements in order to install and maintain reliable and code
compliant systems. Performance based design requires inspection, testing and maintenance schedules
to be established, effective and implemented consistently in order to provide system reliability. Table
14.5.2, describes the required frequency of conducted visual inspections. Table 14.5.3, provides the
required frequency testing and the types of tests required. Inspection, testing and maintenance
activities require effort and resources to be conducted by competent personnel, documented and
managed accordingly by the building owner. The NFPA 72 alarm and detection system installed in this
building likely would function if properly maintained and provide added protection to building
occupants. The building owner installed a NFPA 13 compliant automatic sprinkler system allowing this
Group B occupancy building to be exempt from requiring a fire alarm and detection system. Based on
the fact this fire alarm system is installed, it is required to comply with NFPA-72. Notification appliances
are in the form of horns, strobes and combination units are those which are audible and visual warning
devices to alert occupants there is an alarm condition throughout the building. Communication devices
supplement the alarms and provide specific instructions and important information to occupants. The
fire alarm and detection systems should be evaluated to provide a level of quality assurance that alarm
messages can be easily understood so occupants can respond accordingly and safely evacuate the
building if required. The building owner is required to conduct regular inspections of the building to
verify that the hazard and commodity classifications are complied with. To ensure the fire alarm system
will function as designed, an effective inspection, testing and code compliant maintenance system shall
be implemented by the building owner. The building owner is also required to inspect, test and
maintain the automatic water based sprinkler fire suppression system based on NFPA 25, Table 5.1.1.2
requirements.
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Fire Suppression
The occupancy hazard and commodity classifications determine the NFPA 13 sprinkler design criteria.
The commodity classifications are categorized based on chemicals heat of combustion, associated heat
release rates, potential for energy release, storage heights, presence of combustible and flammable
materials.
The open office building is classified as light hazard as per NFPA 13, Section 4.3.2 as it contains spaces
with low quantities and combustibility of contents which are stored in this building and include data
processing components. Light hazard includes occupancies having uses and conditions of offices and
therefore designed to be protected with light hazard occupancy criteria. Table 13 below summarizes
the fire suppression hydraulic system installed throughout this building.
Table 13: Fire Suppression Hydraulic System

Location
Number of Sprinklers
Sprinkler Types
Manufacturer
Nominal K-Factor

Fire Suppression Hydraulic System
Remote Areas 1 and 2
10
Concealed pendent, upright, recessed pendent, quick
response sidewall
Standard coverage, quick response
Viking, VK463
5.6

Glass
bulb
fluid
temperature
Maximum water working
pressure
Thread Size
Hazard Classification
Design Area
Density
Hose Stream Allowance
System Demand
Discharge
Required Residual Pressure

Ordinary, Red Bulb, 155 oF (68 oC)
175 psi
½” NPT
Light hazard
900 ft2
0.1 gpm / ft2
100 gpm
Remote Area 1
398 gpm
40 psi

Remote Area 2
404 gpm
54 psi
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Water Supply
The fire water is supplied from the 8” city main which is connected to the underground water piping
network that supplies water to several office buildings in the area. The latest flow test was performed in
2015 and the results are shown in Table 14.
Table 14: Water Supply

Water Supply Data
Static Pressure

69 psi

Residual Pressure

20 psi

Residual Flow

1278 gpm

Fire Department Connections
The building contains a 6” fire department connection which runs the length of the building and
connects two 6” building risers and into the communities underground 8” supply main. This automatic
sprinkler system is supplied with two building risers on each side of the building which are connected
and serve the north and south areas of the building. This design may not be the most efficient but it
does work. This system could have been designed with one water utility connection by providing a
single manifold with two risers, one to serve each area less than 52,000 sqft with a single FDC
connection serving both systems. One minor benefit of this riser design could include if there was an
outage of the incoming water supply line than only one portion of the building would potentially be
affected. There are four fire department connections at each of the four corners of the building to
pump additional water into the sprinkler system. Each of the FDC’s have two 2-1/2” NH threading
fittings.
Additional components of the sprinkler system are shown below in Figure 12. These components
include a series of check valves, a 6” flow switch, a 6” alarm check valve and are located within each of
the riser rooms on each side of the building on the first floor.
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Figure 12: Sprinkler Piping Components

The 6” water flow switch is an electrical, mechanical device which monitors the flow of water which will
alarm when sustained water flow is detected. The 6” alarm check valve is used to control the flow of
water into the sprinkler system. When the pressure in the system equalizes or falls below the water
supply pressure, the valve opens to enable flow and assists with maintaining the water pressure within
the automatic fire sprinkler system.
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Sprinkler System Floor Plans

Figure 13: Sprinkler Layout First Floor Markup

Legend:
Blue Line is the Fire Department Connecting both risers
Red Lines are sprinkler pipe
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Figure 14: Sprinkler Layout Second Floor Markup

Legend:
Blue Line is the Fire Department Connecting both risers
Red Lines are sprinkler pipe
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The building drawings in Figures 1 to 4 display the functional space based on occupancy classifications,
the area of the spaces, occupant load factors and calculated occupant load for that space. The drawings
display the exit stairways, fire rated enclosures, support rooms which include electrical, telecom, and
server rooms, business spaces which includes the majority of the open style floor plan including the
restrooms and assembly spaces based on the function of the space. The maximum floor area on any
one floor to be protected by sprinklers supplied by a single sprinkler system riser shall be 52,000 ft2 for
light hazard as per NFPA 13-19, Section 4.5.1.
Remote Area #1 is located in the north east corner of the second floor and its riser enters the building
on the west side of the first floor and shown below in Figure 15 and the sprinklers are numbered with
yellow boxes.

Figure 15: Most hydraulically demanding Area 1, NE area of Second Floor

The sprinkler numbering was also used for the hydraulic calculation spreadsheets within this report in
Tables 15 and 16.
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Remote Area #2 is located in the north east corner of the second floor and it’s riser enters the building
on the west side of the first floor and shown below in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Most hydraulically demanding Area 2, SW area of Second Floor
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Hydraulic Calculations
Figure 17 shows the density / area curves used in the hydraulic calculations based on NFPA 13, Section
19. The design areas shall be as follows, the area of sprinkler operation is 1500 ft2 and the density of
0.10 gpm/ft2 for light hazard occupancies such as this building business occupancy.

Figure 17: Most hydraulically demanding Area

Section 19.3.3.2.3 Quick Response Sprinklers, where listed quick response sprinklers are used, the
system area of operation shall be permitted to be reduced without revising the density as indicated in
Section 19.3.3.2.3.1 of NFPA 13 states that when all the following conditions are satisfied: wet pipe
system, light hazard or ordinary hazard, 20 ft max ceiling height, no unprotected ceiling pockets and no
protected areas above cloud ceilings. All the conditions are satisfied within this building so the design
area can be reduced by 40% for 10 ft ceilings.
Referencing Annex A of NFPA 13, A.27.4.2 for tree system, the following calculations were conducted:
!=

#$
#%

N = the number of sprinklers in the design area
#$ = design area = 1500 ft2 x (1-0.4) = 900 ft2
#% = area protected per sprinkler= 9.5 ft x 9.5 ft = 90 ft2
!=

&''
&'

= 10 sprinklers

Number of sprinklers on a branch line = 1.2 x

() *.,
-

=
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S = distance between sprinklers on the branch line = 9.5 ft
1.2 x (900)0.5 / 9.5 = 4 sprinklers minimum per branch line
Minimum flow from the first sprinkler – Equation 13.3
q= (design density) x (area per sprinkler)
q= (0.1 gpm / ft2) x (900 ft2) = 9 gpm
P = (q/k)2
k= nominal discharge coefficient of the sprinklers = 5.6
P = required pressure = 7 psi. As per NFPA 13, Section 27.2.4.11.1 the minimum operating pressure of
any sprinkler shall be 7 psi.
Refer to the spreadsheet for the hydraulic calculations for the most hydraulically demanding Area 1
displayed in Table 15 and the other hydraulically demanding Area 2 calculations are in Table 16 below.
Table 15: Remote Area 1 Hydraulic Sprinkler Calculations
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Remote Area #2 is located in the south west corner of the second floor and it’s riser enters the building
on the east side of the first floor
As per Figure 17, the design areas shall be as follows, the area of sprinkler operation is 1500 ft2 and the
density of 0.10 gpm/ft2
Referencing Annex A of NFPA 13, A27.4.2 for tree system, the following calculations were conducted:
!=

#$
#%
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N = the number of sprinklers in the design area
#$ = design area = 1500 ft2 x (1-0.4) = 900 ft2
#% = area protected per sprinkler= 9.5 ft x 9.5 ft = 90 ft2
!=

&''
&'

= 10 sprinklers

Number of sprinklers on a branch line = 1.2 x

() *.,
-

=

S = distance between sprinklers on the branch line = 9.5 ft
1.2 x (900)0.5 / 9.5 = 4 sprinklers minimum per branch line
Minimum flow from the first sprinkler – Equation 13.3
q= (design density) x (area per sprinkler)
q= (0.1 gpm / ft2) x (900 ft2) = 9 gpm
P = (q/k)2
k= nominal discharge coefficient of the sprinklers = 5.6
P = required pressure = 7 psi. As per NFPA 13, Section 27.2.4.11.1 the minimum operating pressure of
any sprinkler shall be 7 psi.
Table 16: Remote Area 2 Hydraulic Sprinkler Calculations
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Referencing NFPA 13, Table 19.3.3.1.2 hose stream allowance for light hazard occupancy is 100 gpm for
a duration of 30 minutes.
City water supply static pressure: 28 ft x 0.433 psi/ft = 12 psi
It was determined that the most hydraulically demanding area as being Area 2 (NW) corner of the
building as 304 gpm @ 53.5 psi and combined with a 100 gpm hose stream allowance = 404 gpm.
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Hydraulic Demand

Figure 18: Hydraulic Demand Curve

The water based fire suppression demand curve is shown in Figure 18 above with the city water supply
having a static pressure of 69 psi, residual pressure of 20 psi at a flow rate of 1278 gpm shown in blue.
The sprinkler supply curve starts at 12 psi and continues to 54 psi at a flow rate of 304 gpm. A hose
stream allowance of 100 gpm is added resulting in a demand of 404 gpm. The city water supply is
sufficient to meet the largest demand area.

Sprinklers
The Viking quick response sprinklers, VK463, ordinary, red bulb which have a temperature rating of
155oF (68 oC) and shown in Figure 19. These sprinklers were installed in accordance with the latest
edition of Viking technical data and appropriate NFPA standards and in accordance with government
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codes, ordinances and standards where applicable. The sprinklers, pipe fittings, hangers, alarm devices,
valves, electrical components are all listed and installed in compliance with NFPA standards.

Figure 19: VK463 installed into this office building

NFPA 13 Inspection, Testing and Maintenance Requirements
The building owner is responsible to inspect, test and maintain the NFPA 13 compliant sprinkler system
as required by NFPA 25. Regular inspections and testing of the hydraulic sprinkler system are scheduled
to verify system quality as described in NFPA 13, Table A.31.1 Maintenance Schedule below in Table 17.
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Table 17: Maintenance Schedule

Performance Based Analysis
The fire safety strategy goals and objectives are to provide a building that is safe for occupants and
protect them in the event of a fire by ensuring that all the building fire protection systems are
functioning so in the event of an emergency alarm situation all occupants can safely evacuate the
building. Fire safety strategies focus on life safety, property protection, asset protection, environmental
protection and the protection from top Corporate risks such as reputation and intellectual property.
The building owner has the responsibility to comply with relevant standards and codes such as IBC,
NFPA, NEC, etc. and ensure the reliability and functionality of the fire protection systems. The primary
goal and objective is life safety.
In addition to prescriptive analysis, a performance based analysis was conducted on this building which
evaluated evacuation time, tenability analysis, design fire scenarios, ASET vs RSET analysis including
computer FDS modelling. Utilizing performance based analysis, the fire protection within the building is
evaluated to determine if occupants are protected and can safely evacuate the building.
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The NFPA 13 automatic fire suppression system installed would function if properly maintained and
provide added protection to building occupants. There are limitations and assumption made during
hydraulic calculations but a conservative approach was taken by selecting the highest hydraulically
demanding area. The city water system does provide the required flow rate, pressure and required
volume to meet the sprinkler system. The building owner would also be required to conduct regular
inspections of the building to verify that the hazard and commodity classifications are complied with.
Portable fire extinguishers are distributed throughout the flooring area for occupants and emergency
evacuation exercises are conducted to prepare the employees, contractors and visitors.

Occupant Characteristics
The occupants who work, visit, socialize and worship are all employed or contracted to provide
professional services to the building owner. The building access is restricted for business use. The
occupants all receive training on emergency response and emergency exercises are conducted on a
semi-annual basis for this building to assist with occupants safely exiting during emergency scenarios.
Human behavior in fire focuses on the awareness, decisions, behaviors and coping strategies in
exposure to fire and other emergencies within buildings, structures and transportation systems.
People’s behaviors (words and observable actions) in response to fire vary significantly and can make it
challenging to predict how they will respond and evacuate a building. There are factors which have
been evaluated and identified from previous disasters that influence the behavior and decision making
of building occupants.
Social influence on behavior which relates to the impact other occupants have on each other is
especially important in highly occupied buildings and engineers need to understand the effects social
influence has on evacuees. If individuals delay their response to smoke and fire then others will have a
higher tendency to also remain passive and interpret the situation as a non-emergency and take longer
to effectively respond. People are more likely to respond when they see others react to the emergency
event and take action to evacuate. If the use of elevators are used during emergencies by the building
occupants than others will start to consider using the elevators to evacuate. A similar response is with
fire protected areas of the building and stairwells. As occupants use the stairways to evacuate, others
will follow, especially if they receive direction and encouragement from each other. The formation of
groups and the accumulation of occupants can also increase egress time and these groups move at the
speed of the slowest member. Building designers, fire protection engineers, fire wardens and members
of the building safety teams must understand the affects social influence can have on evacuation
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response. The use of fire wardens distributed strategically can promote a faster response from the
building occupants and should be considered which is the case with this building as there are a minimum
of 4 fire wardens located per floor and all supervisors also receive fire warden and first aid training to
assist with emergency response.
The built environment also influences people’s behaviors in response to emergencies. People are likely
to move towards others they are familiar with during evacuation and travel towards exits they are also
familiar with which can often be towards the door they used to enter the floor space. Egress routes that
people are not familiar with are less likely to be used during evacuation. Engineers should evaluate the
sensory, cognitive, physical and functional affordance of egress routes to encourage and make
occupants aware of safe ways to respond to emergencies and travel to a safe place of refuge. The exit
doors and signs are clearly identifiable to attract occupants. Building occupants receive training to
understand where the exits are located and are able to easily operate the emergency door. The
emergency exits are functional and provide a direct and safe path.
Leadership will also influence the behavior of occupants. Leadership positions are located throughout
both floors in the building and members of the management team are expected to value safety, care for
others, provide clear direction including the emergency preparedness and evacuation protocol in order
to influence occupant’s decision making. People will follow those who they perceive to hold
authoritative roles such as fireman and other emergency responders. The more credible and caring the
people who assume leadership positions are the more effective they are at influencing others’ actions in
the event of an emergency. Managers and safety leaders are identifiable are located in the outer larger
offices, receive emergency response training and are expected to be familiar with the emergency
response plan, conduct emergency exercises and have the confidence to direct others.
The pre-movement time for the building occupants is estimated as a mean delay time of 36 seconds (0.6
minutes) based on NFPA Fire Protection Handbook, 20th Edition, Section 4, Table 4.2.1 delay times
derived from actual fires in a mid-rise office building. The factors with this value were based on an
unannounced drill, good alarm performance, fire wardens, warm day which is the expected
environment within this company building located in the Middle East.

Time to Evacuate Building
Section 8 of the SFPE Guide to Human Behavior in Fire, Second Edition, and Section 4, Chapter 2 of the
NFPA Fire Protection Handbook, 20th Edition were referenced to calculate the estimated time for
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occupants to evacuate the building. Performance building and fire codes allow engineers and designers
provide a level of flexibility to have creative, cost effective and safe designs for buildings. Engineers
shall evaluate the available safe egress time (ASET) to ensure it exceeds the prescriptive required safe
egress time (RSET). ASET is the amount of time from fire ignition to the time where conditions become
untenable preventing the occupants to travel to a safe location. RSET is the time required for an
occupant to travel within the building to a safe location.
The evacuation time can be divided into components and evaluated for effectiveness:
•

Time to notification

•

Pre-evacuation, reaction time

Delay time

•

Travel or movement time

Travel Time

In office building evacuations, the delay times can be significantly reduced and the largest proportion of
the evacuation time is a result of the travel time. Calculating the travel time for building occupants is
based on the characteristics of crowd movement: density, speed and flow. Density is defined as the
number of persons per unit area, travel speeds are listed in the NFPA Fire Protection Handbook, Section
4, Table 4.2.3 and an average adult under “normal conditions” travels at a speed of 60 m/min (3.3 ft/s)
and flow is based on travel speed x density x effective width, (We) which is based on people moving
through a space while maintaining a boundary layer clearance from the walls and other stationary
obstacles. Table 4.2.4 lists the boundary layer widths which are used to reduce the width of a space in
order to calculate the effective width of the exit route element. For stairways, walls, doors and
archways effective width are reduced by 6 in per side to take into account the boundary layer during
performance design calculations.
The maximum specific flow, Fsm, is also used to calculate movement time to evacuate the building and
these values are determined from Table 4.2.8 and vary depending on the exit route elements. For this
building the exit route elements selected were for corridor, doorway and for stairs with a riser of 7
inches and a tread of 11 inches. Refer to the calculations and associated references below in Table 18,
which are based on first order approximation referenced from the NFPA Fire Protection Handbook.
Assumptions include: the occupants behaviors are the same, variance in behavioral factors of the
occupants such as physical abilities, disabilities, gender, culture, age are not incorporated within the
calculations, neither of the stairways are blocked by fire, occupant density was not a factor, average
travel speed under “normal condition”, the prime controlling factor is the movement time on the stairs
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rather than the time estimated to move through the doors, the total population of the building
occupants are evenly distributed over the effective width of the exit routes, all occupants start to
evacuate at the same time, queuing will occur near the stairways, the specific flow will be the maximum
specific flow, the height between the floors are 14 ft, an exit travel distance of 15 ft was estimated from
main floor stairwell for occupants to reach a place of safety to the exterior of the building on the main
floor.
The estimated flow capacity through an exit door, Fc, was calculated by taking the maximum specific
flow, Fsm, of the door from Table 4.2.8 is 24 persons/min/ft multiplied by the effective width of the 32
inch door as 20 inches which results in a flow capacity of 40 persons / minute.
The estimated flow capability of a stairway was also calculated by taking the Fsm of the stairs from Table
4.2.8 of the NFPA Fire Protection Handbook as 18.5 persons/min/ft multiplied by the effective width of
the 44 inch stairwell as 32 inches which results in an estimated flow capability of 49 persons / minute.
The speed of movement was estimated for stairway flow and the speed along the line of travel on the
stairs was calculated using equation (1) from the NFPA Fire Protection Handbook, 4-59, which resulted
in 103 ft / minute. The travel distance between the first and second floor is 14 ft multiplied by the
conversion factor from Table 4.2.6 of 1.85 for a travel distance between floors as 25.9 ft. In addition,
there is 8 ft of travel on each of the two landings for a total floor to floor travel distance of 41.9 ft. The
travel time for a person moving with the flow of 0.41 min / floor.
The estimated building evacuation time of all the occupants in the building is estimated by taking the
travel time for a person to reach the controlling component which is 0.41 min / floor plus the travel time
of the population on the second floor to move through the controlling component (door) which is 3.1
min plus the time for the last person to leave the controlling component and reach a place of safety, the
exterior of the building is another 0.09min. This results in a total calculated movement time of 3.5
minutes (210 seconds).
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Table 18: Time to Evacuate the Building Calculations
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Table 18 (Continued): Time to Evacuate the Building Calculations

The total estimated movement time to evacuate the building is estimated to be 3.5 minutes for the 925
building occupants based on having access to all 4 exits from the second floor. This time is likely an
underestimate of the actual evacuation time for the building occupants to completely evacuate this twostorey building. These calculations do not take into account the time it would take the occupants to
seek information, protect themselves and others, social influence, demographics, cognitive
impairments, tenability limits, fire locations. This is displayed in Fig 20 below from the SFPE 2019 Guide
to Human Behavior.
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Figure 20: Occupant Response Timeline

The variation of pre-movement time in building evacuations can vary by several minutes and depends
upon the occupants ability to become aware of the emergency situation, confirm there is a fire and
decide there is a need to evacuate prior to moving towards the building exits. Experimental data
collected from observing recognition times for different occupancies indicated an average recognition
time of 41 seconds for office occupancy as described in Table 4, Compilation of Observed Recognition
Times for Different Occupancies, Variation of Pre-movement Time in Building Evacuation article.
Human behavior in fire varies significantly and can make it challenging to predict how occupants will
respond and the time it takes to evacuate a building. In performance based analysis, Engineers have to
demonstrate that the available safe egress time (ASET) exceeds the required safe egress time (RSET) plus
a margin of safety (safety factor) in order to address the time for detection, alarm, information seeking,
evacuation decision making, protecting and preparation to move and evacuate. The pre-evacuation
period is significant and needs to be evaluated conservatively. The integration of human behavior into
fire protection engineering as described in the list of factors and considerations in human behavior
analysis, Table 19 from the Guide to Human Behavior shall be evaluated as part of the performance
based design process.
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Table 19: Factors in Human Behavior Egress Analysis
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Computer-Based Egress Model
Using the Pathfinder software program to model the movement and evacuation simulation estimated
the time for all 925 occupants to exit the building as 3.4 minutes (204 seconds). Screenshots are
displayed below in Figures 21 to 26 to show the building occupants at 0 seconds and 60 seconds.

Figure 21: Pathfinder: Perspective View at 0 seconds

Figure 22: Pathfinder: Angled Perspective View at 60 seconds
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Figure 23: Pathfinder: First Floor at 0 seconds

Figure 24: Pathfinder: First Floor at 60 seconds
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Figure 25: Pathfinder: Second Floor at 0 seconds

Figure 26: Pathfinder: Second Floor at 60 Seconds

Overhead plan views from Pathfinder for each floor display the position of building occupants as they
move towards the exits. After one minute of elapsed egress time, Pathfinder estimates that 493
building occupants exited the building. Figures 21 to 26 are Pathfinder outputs where the second floor
occupants have access to all four exits on the second floor and no exit stairways are blocked by any
design fires. The Pathfinder output for estimated evacuation time is very close to the hand calculations
shown above for a total egress time of 3.4 minutes (204 seconds).
Based on a fire on the first floor coffee shop on the east side of the building, design fire 3 described on
page 87 below, the interior eastern stairway would become untenable at approximately 45 to 50
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seconds as the smoke layer would likely have ascended up the interior open stairway to the second
floor. Pathfinder was again modelled based on blocking access to this stairway as shown in Figures 27 to
29 to model the required safe egress time (RSET) based on untenable conditions at this stairway.

Figure 27: Pathfinder: Blocked Second Floor East Stairway at 0 Seconds

Figure 28: Pathfinder: Blocked Second Floor East Stairway at 52 Seconds

At 52 seconds, smoke is traveling up to the second floor and the interior exit stairway is obstructed. At
this point approximately 344 people have evacuated the building as shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 29: Pathfinder: Blocked Second Floor East Stairway at 260 Seconds

After (4.3 minutes) 260 seconds, all 925 occupants have exited the building as shown above in Figure 29.
Time to evacuate hand calculations are shown in Table 20 below and are based on 3 exit stairways
available due to the design fire blocking the eastern second floor interior stairway.
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Table 20: Time to Evacuate the Building Calculations (3 Second Floor Exits)

Based on hand calculations, the total estimated movement time if only 3 stairways are available on the
second floor would be estimated at 4.5 minutes for all 925 occupants to evacuate the building. This
estimate aligns with the pathfinder model of 4.3 minutes as shown in Figure 29. Blocking the eastern
interior stairway results in almost a minute of increased egress time. This time is likely an
underestimate of the actual evacuation time for the building occupants to completely evacuate this twostorey building.
The same assumptions as the hand calculations are used by the Pathfinder model and it is as accurate as
the inputs and building geometries provided. Assumptions include: occupants’ behaviors are the same,
variance in behavioral factors of the occupants such as physical abilities, disabilities, gender, culture, age
are not incorporated within the calculations, only one of the stairways is blocked by fire, all occupants
start to evacuate at the same time. The estimated evacuation time from Pathfinder would also
underestimate the actual evacuation time for the building occupants as the model does not take into
account the time it would take the occupants to seek information, protect themselves and others, social
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influence, demographics, cognitive impairments. With any performance based design method,
Engineers need to take into account the limitations and take responsibility for the outcomes of the
decisions made based on the model. Evacuation times come down due to points of constriction that
regulate the flow out of the building which is the doors at the base of the stairway. Hand calculation
estimates can be just as accurate as computer-based models.

Tenability Analysis
Office building #211 was built to provide additional office space in a modern business open style floor
plan with fire detection and sprinkler system. If a fire occurred in this building it could be destructive as
the smoke generated spreads and creates a toxic dangerous atmosphere. The current installed
automatic fire alarm system is designed to detect a smoke event, alert the control panel and proper
responders and importantly notify the building occupants to take appropriate action and evacuate
accordingly. Tenability analysis evaluates the ASET by conducting design fire analysis, running fire
modelling, calculating hazardous conditions in locations of interest within buildings. Tenability analysis
is a performance based design of egress systems and is displayed in Figure 30 from 2018 NFPA 101 Life
Safety Code.

Figure 30: Tenability Analysis
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Typically, tenability limits consider reduced visibility for building occupants as this becomes the first
condition lost. Incapacitation of occupants occurs due to smoke, carbon monoxide and heat of the
smoke. The analysis tends to use average conditions and isn’t always conservative as there are
vulnerable parts of the population such as the elderly or very young and ill occupants who may succumb
to smoke conditions at lower exposure doses. Carbon dioxide is a product of complete combustion and
if the carbon dioxide concentration increases occupants tend to breath faster and inhale more toxic
components. High concentrations of carbon dioxide can have a physiological effect and cause people to
stop breathing.
The original ASET concept is Method 2 from the Life Safety Code, 2018 NFPA 101, Annex A Explanatory
Material. For each design fire scenario, the design team can evaluate the tenability criteria which could
include smoke obscuration and toxicity. There are uncertainty and assumptions with these values but a
smoke obscuration of 5 m to escape was determined to impair or prevent movement away from the fire
and allow occupants to exit safely. The 5 m value was selected from Section 5.2 Visibility/Smoke
Obscuration from the SFPE Guide to Human Behavior in Fire. An individual’s ability to progress through
smoke depends on both the toxicity and irritancy of the smoke. Additional, secondary tenability criteria
could be selected and include the development of smoke and toxic gas layers descending to a level
lower than 6 ft above the floor. Transient analysis of the evacuation is conducted by evaluating the
smoke layer position. Some level of mixing and contamination of the lower layer below 6 ft will occur.
Additional tenability criteria could also include the lethal carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) concentration in
adults dying in fires from exposure to carbon monoxide (CO) in the smoke layer. As per Section 4.2.6.1
of the 2019 SFPE Guide to Human Behavior in Fire, higher concentrations of COHb can affect decision
making and one’s ability to safely egress. People can experience headaches, difficulty breathing and
moving at blood concentrations above 20% COHb. Blood concentration of 30% COHb is used to impair
building occupants as they may likely become disorientated, lose judgment and no longer be able to
safely evacuate the space. Additional tenability criteria would be a result of the smoke toxicity as
outlined in Table 7.3 of the SFPE Guide. The concentrations of gases are listed in Table 7.1 which are
predicted to impair the escape of half the population and impact the ability to safely egress as shown
below in Table 21.
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Table 21: Concentrations of Irritant fire gases

Design Fire Selection
Office building #211 was built to provide additional office space in a modern business open style floor
plan with fire detection and sprinkler system. If a fire occurred in this building it could be destructive
and the smoke generated spreads and creates a toxic dangerous atmosphere. The current installed
automatic fire alarm system is designed to detect a smoke event, alert the control panel and proper
responders and importantly notify the building occupants to take appropriate action and evacuate
accordingly.
In order to design a fire, one has to evaluate the heat release rate (HRR) of the combustible items in the
space. HRR is often described as the most important variable in determining the fire hazard and is
measured in kW. HRR is the rate at which the combustion reactions produce heat and indicates how
large the fire is. The design fire is determined by evaluating the type of fuel, fuel spacing, configuration
of the space and layout of the combustible materials. HRR for the design fire is determined using either
a αt2 fire or from experimental bench testing determined through calorimetry. The alpha value is based
on correlations and estimated to model a slow, medium, fast or ultra-fast fire but it does not model the
transfer of heat from one fuel package in the room to another and so on. Bench calorimetry testing has
its limitations when applied to a design fire as the experimental values and test items may not be the
exact match to the actual materials in the building used in the design fire. It is often difficult to find
quality experimental values from repeated and reproduced tests that align with the actual fuel packages
located within the design space. HRR values also contain uncertainty due to actual testing conditions,
bias errors, calibration errors. I selected the majority of my fuel packages HRR values from the SFPE
handbook which does not provide uncertainty values. In order to deal with the wide degrees of
uncertainty with HRR values, three samples are tested but this is also being found to be not enough to
provide quality statistical analysis. The design fire will grow if other combustibles receive enough
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radiant heat exposure to ignite based on the separation distance and critical heat flux of the next fuel
package.
The critical heat flux data is used to determine the minimum heat flux required to produce ignition and
cause overheating of the material. The following correlation was used to calculate the radiative portion
of the HRR of the fire in kW which is radiated out in a spherical fashion from the separation distance of
the target (R) to the center of the fuel package in (m). The critical heat flux (.′′ex) of the combustible
materials (kW/m2) were estimated based on the material properties and obtained from SFPE Handbook,
Table A.35, ASTM E2058 FPA and ASTM E1354 Cone Calorimetry.

/R = 4012.′′ex

(1.1)

The radiative fraction ( )ۼof the HRR only makes up about 30% of the total HRR. The total HRR (/) in
kW is then calculated by the following equation:

/ = /R/ ۼ

(1.2)

In all three design fires, it is assumed the next fuel package will ignite once the calculated minimum HRR
is obtained. The fuel packages throughout this office building include electrical equipment such as
breaker panels, computers, servers, monitors as well as typical light office furnishings such as chairs,
desks, tables, cubicle walls, tables, carpet flooring and paper. I also included in one of the design fires
hazards left from renovation and construction activities such as a stack of wooden pallets that remained
inside one of the electrical rooms. There are electrical, mechanical rooms as well as closed offices and
conference rooms which would have the potential for flashover. The majority of the office is an open
cubicle environment that would limit ventilation fire conditions. With the exception of the electrical, IT
and mechanical rooms that are enclosed with 2 hour fire resistance walls and assuming the automatic
sprinkler system would activate then majority of any fires in this building would become sprinkler
controlled.
Three design fires were selected based on credible fire incidents which could occur in this building, test
the fire protection systems and challenge the safe egress of occupants. The design fires are based on
the fact there is 100% probability of ignition and are modelled accordingly based on the heat radiating
from one fuel package to the next.
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Design Fire Scenarios
The first design fire is a compartment fire which occurs in a conference room (4.7m x 3.4m x 2.5m)
located on the first floor highlighted in red in Figure 31 below. There are sprinklers located within the
conference room and only one door opening which is (0.9m x 2.1m). One of the main causes of office
fires is from electrical equipment malfunction from frayed or damaged wiring.

Figure 31: Conference Room Design Fire Location

The first item to ignite is a computer that over heats. The computer is located on the floor below a
wooden desk that is located in the conference room. For this fire, the HRR curve values and the critical
heat flux values of the combustible materials are obtained from the SFPE handbook. The wood desks
dimensions are 0.6m x 1.2m x 0.8m and the heat flux radiates to two nearby office swivel chairs located
0.4m away from the center of the fire. The heat continues to radiate out to another fuel package
located within the conference room which happens to be six stacked chairs that are located 1.13m
away. Table 22, below summarizes the HRR values calculated using equations 1.1 and 1.2 and the
minimum time to assumed ignition.
Table 22: Conference Room Fire Fuel Packages

Fuel Packages (obtained from
2016 SFPE Handbook, Heat

HRR Curve Max
Value (kW)

R (m)

.′′ex

/R

/

Time to

(kW/m2)

(kW)

(kW)

Ignition (s)

Release Rates, Chapter 26, p799)
CPU (Computer) (Fig 26.26)

9.5
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Wooden Desk (Fig 26.39)

628

0.1

10

1

4

420

2 Office Swivel Chairs (Fig 26.69)

335

0.2

15

8

25

455

6 Chairs Stacked (Fig 26.2)

1838

1.1

15

238

795

620

The maximum HRR of the CPU is 9.5 kW based the HRR curve obtained from the SFPE Handbook Fig.
26.26 shown below in Figure 32 below and this HRR vs time data was extracted by using web plot
digitizer set to 5 second data and combined to make the conference room fire curve shown in Figure 35.

Figure 32: HRR of computer CPU

Based on the critical heat flux of 10 kW/m2 for the wooden desk, selected from the SFPE Handbook,
Table A.35 and spacing of 0.1 m, the desk starts to ignite at 4.2 kW which occurs at 420 seconds (7
minutes). The maximum HRR of the wooden desk is 628 kW based the HRR curve obtained from the
SFPE handbook Fig. 26.39 shown below in Figure 33.
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Figure 33: HRR of Wooden Desk

The next fuel package to ignite are the two office chairs, which have a critical heat flux of 15 kW/m2 for
the polyethylene (PE) high density material. Ignition of the two chairs occur at 455 seconds (7.6
minutes) and an HRR of 25.1 kW. The maximum HRR of the two office chairs is 475 kW based the HRR
curve obtained from the SFPE handbook Fig. 26.69 shown below in Figure 34.

Figure 34: HRR of Office Chairs

The fire then spreads to the last fuel package within the compartment which are six stacked chairs. The
stacked chairs also have a critical heat flux of 15 kW/m2 due to the polyethylene material and start to
ignite when the fire’s HRR reaches 795 kW at 620 seconds (10.3 minutes). The maximum HRR of the six
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chairs in a stack is 1838 kW based the HRR curve obtained from the SFPE handbook Fig. 26.20 shown
below in Figure 35.

Figure 35: HRR of Six Chairs in a Stack

The HRR curves of all of these fuel packages located within the conference room were combined
together for a total design fire maximum HRR of 2345 kW as displayed in the Figure 36 below.
Flashover conditions occur after all the exposed combustible items in the room begin to burn and this
leads to a rapid increase in both HRR and temperatures. Limited ventilation conditions would affect the
HRR of this compartment fire and are determined by the following correlations:
Thomas Correlation:

/FO = 7.8AT + 378Ao (H)1/2

(1.3)

Babrauskas Correlation:

/FO = 750Ao (H)1/2

(1.4)

AT is the total area of the bounding surfaces, A0 is the Area of the vertical openings and H is the height of
the opening which is the door in the conference room. Using both correlations, the HRR required for
flashover during ventilation conditions for this size of room which has only one door were added the
graph. Using the Thomas Correlation it is estimated that an HRR of 1570 kW is required for flashover of
the compartment to occur and using the Babrauskas correlation, flashover occurs at an HRR of 2054 kW.
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Taking the conservative Thomas correlation, this compartment would flashover at approximately 1180
seconds (19.7 minutes).

Figure 36: Conference Room Fire HRR vs Time Curve

This conference room has an automatic sprinkler system which would likely activate in the event of a
compartment fire and would initiate to contain the HRR development thus controlling the fire growth.
The sprinkler activation was modelled using Alpert’s Ceiling Jet correlation as per the following
equations:
r/H<=0.18: 9:;< =
r/H>0.18:

9:;< =

=>.&?̇A⁄B
D

+ 9F

G.HI(?̇⁄J )A⁄B
D

+ 9F

(1.5)
(1.6)

The sprinkler properties used in this office building have a response time index (RTI) of 50 ms1/2 and an
activation temperature of 68oC. The sprinkler head was estimated to be 2 m away from the fire and
after approximately 525 seconds (9.2 minutes) the sprinkler reaches the activation temperature. The
total area under the HRR curve for this fire was used to calculate the extended time to burn out of 2910
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seconds (48.5 minutes) and a controlled steady state HRR of 260 kW which is displayed in Figure 37
below. This fire would pose a threat to the building occupants but they likely would be able to safely
evacuate by using the exits provided in the building. This fire was not analyzed in further detail to
determine its effect on ASET and RSET as design fire 3 was evaluated in more detail. If the sprinklers
were to function as designed then this fire would be controlled and pose little threat to the building
occupants who work in this building.

Figure 37: Conference Room Fire HRR Curve with Sprinkler Activation

The second design fire is a compartment fire which occurs in a telecom room (4.5m x 4.8m x 3.5m)
located on the second floor highlighted in red in Figure 38 below. There are no sprinklers and no drop
ceiling panels located within the telecom room and it is enclosed with 2 hour fire rated walls. The room
has one door opening which is (0.9m x 2.1m). This fire was selected as there are often housekeeping
combustible hazards kept inside mechanical and electrical rooms which are often observed during
building inspections as well as electrical panel fires are also common causes of fire and smoke incidents
in office buildings. This room is located on the second floor and is located across the hallway from one
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of the open stairways. The door to this room would also have to be propped open to allow the smoke
and flame spread to escape out of the room, provide ventilation conditions and flashover to occur.
Referencing NFPA 101, Section 5.5, the second Design Fire scenario was selected as this is a fire that
starts in a normally unoccupied room, potentially endangering a large number of building occupants in
another area who may be accessing the main interior stairwell on the east side of the building.

Figure 38: Second Floor Telecom Room

The first item to ignite is a wall mounted electrical panel that overheats due to exposed wire arcing and
the panel door is left open to allow for ventilation and contribute to the fire. The electrical panel is
located on the wall above a stack of wood pallets that are left inside the telecom room. Typically there
would not be any wooden pallets left within this room, let alone a 1.22m stack, but this hazard
represents a significant fuel package that would threaten the safety of occupants and equipment within
this area of the building. The wooden stack of pallets dimensions are 1.22m x 1.22m x 1.22m and the
top of the stack is located 0.2m from the center of the panel fire. Table 23 below summarizes the HRR
values calculated using equations 1.1 and 1.2 and the minimum time to ignition.
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Table 23: Design Fire 2 Fuel Packages

Fuel Packages (obtained from
USNRC & SFPE Handbook)
Electrical Panel (USNRC Test 23)
Stack of Wooden Pallets (Fig

HRR Curve Max

R (m)

Value (kW)

.′′ex

/R

/

Time to

(kW/m2)

(kW)

(kW)

Ignition (min)

10

5

17

12.5

18.6
3660.4

0.2

26.73)
The maximum HRR of the electrical panel is 18.6 kW based the HRR curve obtained from the US Nuclear
Regulator Commission and the data was extracted in five second intervals to create the design fire in
excel. Based on the critical heat flux of 10 kW/m2 for the wooden pallets and spacing of 0.2m from the
panel fire, the HRR to ignite the pallets is 16.7 kW and occurs at 750 seconds (12.5 minutes). The
maximum HRR of 1.2 m stack of wooden pallets is 3660 kW based the HRR curve obtained from the SFPE
handbook Fig. 26.73 shown below in Figure 39.

Figure 39: HRR of Stack of Wooden Pallets

The HRR curves of these two fuel packages located within the telecom room were combined together
for a total design fire maximum HRR of 3672 kW as displayed in Figure 40 below. The wood pallet stack
fire continues for 25.4 minutes and the electrical panel still produces heat until 32 minutes and then is
extinguished.
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Electrical Panel + Wood Pallet Stack Compartment Fire HRR vs Time
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Figure 40: Electrical + Wood Pallet Compartment Fire HRR

Limited ventilation conditions would affect the HRR of this compartment fire and are determined by
equations 1.3 and 1.4. Using both correlations, the HRR required for flashover during ventilation
conditions for this size of room which has only one door were added the graph. Using the Thomas
Correlation it is estimated that an HRR of 1862 kW is required for flashover of the compartment and
using the Babrauskas correlation, flashover occurs at an HRR of 2054 kW. Taking the conservative
Thomas correlation, this compartment would flashover at approximately 17.3 minutes (1036 seconds)
and shown in Figure 40 above.
To further evaluate the impact this fire would have on this compartment, the smoke descent was
evaluated using the Zukoski Plume Correlation in a two zone model to determine when this space would
become untenable at 2m above the highest walking space. The mass flow rate of the smoke plume is a
function of height and energy release rate. The following equations were used to display the smoke
descent graphically below in Figure 41.
A Q
OP

K̇; = 0.20 NR

A
ST

U

=V
H

=
G
/̇ VH W VH

(1.5)
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9% = 9; + :̇

?̇

(1.6)

X RS

(1.7)

KRY = ZD #[RY

For these calculations the following ambient air properties were assumed to be: 9; = 295 ^, ZF =
aQ

1.2 :H, bc = 0.999 de/dg^

Smoke Layer Height vs Time
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Figure 41: Smoke Height vs Time

The electrical panel, wood pallet stack compartment fire would take approximately 95 seconds (1.5
minutes) for the smoke to reach a hazardous untenable height of 2m above the compartment floor. The
smoke temperature is approximately 26oC at this time and significantly increases to over 1000oC in 12
minutes.
Smoke detectors are located in the mechanical and telecom rooms and for the third design fire there is
a smoke detector located in the middle of the room on the ceiling and is an estimated to be 3.3m from
the electrical panel, which is the furthest away the detector could be located from a fire in this room.
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Table 24: Temperature Rise for Detector Response

A conservative temperature rise of 21.1oC temperature rise for detector response was selected from
Table B24 from NFPA 72, 2019 edition, based on multiple materials (electrical panel, wooden pallets)
igniting. A 41.7 C rise could have been selected based on the wooden pallet fuel load and would have
caused the detector to activate in a shorter amount of time. In order to validate the smoke detector
activation model, assume the smoke detectors are low RTI devices and therefore have an RTI value of 5
(m-s)1/2. Brukowski and Averill suggested an activation temperature that corresponds with a rise above
ambient temperature.
Assumptions include the following: ambient Temp = 20 oC, the smoke detector is located in the middle
of the room and is approximately 3.3m away from the centerline of the fire plume, furthest distance
away, worst-case fire location scenario. There are no obstructions between the sprinkler and ceiling jet,
a t-squared fire assumed to grow at 0.012 kW/s2. The following calculations predict that the smoke
detector within the room would conservatively activate in approximately 1.8 minutes when the heat
release rate (HRR) is approximately 130 KW. A spreadsheet was developed based on Alpert’s
correlations, shown below in Table 25.
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Table 25: Alpert Ceiling Jet Calculation

This 3.6 MW fire would threaten the building occupants as smoke would spread out of the open
electrical room and spread to the eastern area of the second floor and likely cause the building
occupants to move towards the western stairways and away from the smoke. This building has an
automatic sprinkler installed which would likely control the growth of this fire if it functioned as
designed. The effect of this fire on the ASET and RSET was not evaluated in further detail as design fire
#3 below was evaluated.
The third design fire is a compartment fire which occurs in the first floor coffee shop area (4.5m x 4.8m x
2.5m) located on the east side of the first floor highlighted in red below in Figure 42 near the main
entrance on the eastern side of the building. There are sprinklers and a drop ceiling located within this
area and the space opens up into the lobby area. This fire was selected to evaluate the tenability
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condition of smoke toxicity and evaluate the effect reduced visibility would have on access to the
eastern main interior open stairway that connects the second to the first floor as well as the main
eastern entrance on the first floor when conditions on the east side of the building become untenable.

Figure 42: First Floor Coffee Shop

The first item to ignite is a refrigerator which overheats due to a poor electrical connection which
caused some wiring to overheat. The fire spreads to a wooden desk, counter area of the coffee shop
and then to upholstered furniture items located in the coffee shop area. Table 24 below summarizes
the HRR values calculated using equations 1.1 and 1.2 and the minimum time to ignition based on the
refrigerator igniting immediately and not wait for the 130 seconds as shown in the HRR refrigerator
curve in Figure 43. By calculating immediate ignition of the refrigerator, the hand calculations align with
the immediate fire reaction schedule used in the Pyrosim modeling.
Table 26 below summarizes the HRR values calculated using equations 1.1 and 1.2 and the minimum
time to ignition.
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Table 26: Design Fire 3 Fuel Packages

Fuel Packages (obtained from

HRR Curve Max

2016 SFPE Handbook, Heat

R (m)

Value (kW)

.′′ex

/R

/

Time to

(kW/m2)

(kW)

(kW)

Ignition (sec)

Release Rates, Chapter 26, p799)
European Refrigerator (Fig 26.83)

1342

Wooden Desk (Fig 26.39)

630

0.2

10

5

17

10

Upholstered Furniture (Fig

3067

1.0

15

188

628

100

26.114)
The maximum HRR of the European refrigerator is 1342 kW based on the HRR curve obtained from the
2016 SFPE Handbook Fig 26.83 and shown below in Fig 43 below where the HRR data was extracted
from the “R2 curve” by using web plot digitizer set to 10 second data and combined to make the coffee
shop fire curve shown in Figure 46.

Figure 43: HRR of Refrigerator

The next fuel package to ignite is the wooden desk, coffee shop cupboards, which have a critical heat
flux of 10 kW/m2 for wood, selected from the SFPE Handbook, Table A.35. Ignition of the wooden desk
occurs after 10 seconds and an HRR of 17 kW. The maximum HRR of the wooden desk is 630 kW based
the HRR curve obtained from the SFPE handbook Fig. 26.39 shown below in Figure 44 below.
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Figure 44: HRR of Wooden Desk

The next fuel package to ignite is a set of upholstered furniture which has a critical heat flux ranging
from 13 to 40 kW/m2 for the polyurethane foam and polyuolefin fabric, selected from the SFPE
Handbook Table A.35. A conservative critical heat flux of 15 kW/m2 and 1 m spacing were used to
calculate that ignition of the upholstered furniture to occur at 100 seconds (1.7 minutes) and an HRR of
628 kW. The maximum HRR of the upholstered furniture is 3067 kW based the HRR curve obtained
from the SFPE handbook Fig. 26.114 shown below in Figure 45 and curve F32 was selected.

Figure 45: HRR of Upholstered Furniture Items
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The automatic sprinkler system would likely activate in the event of a fire within this building and would
activate to suppress the HRR development and control the growth of the fire. The sprinkler activation
was modelled using Alpert’s Ceiling Jet correlation using equations 1.5 and 1.6. A spreadsheet was
developed based on Alpert’s correlations, shown in Table 27. The sprinkler properties used in this office
building have a response time index (RTI) of 50 ms1/2 and an activation temperature of 68oC. The
sprinkler head was estimated to be 1.5 m away from the fire and after approximately 70 seconds (1.2
minutes) the sprinkler reaches the activation temperature.
Table 27: Alpert Ceiling Jet Coffee Shop Calculation

The sprinkler activation would result in a controlled steady state HRR of 413 kW which is shown as the
black line below in Figure 46. The HRR curve shown in Figure 46 was shifted in time to the left to show
the refrigerator fire starting earlier than the 130 seconds based on the fact there is a 100% probability of
ignition and to align with the Pyrosim computer modelling. This fire was modelled accordingly based on
the heat radiating from one fuel package to the next predict fire growth and additional potential sources
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of fuel could have been selected. This allowed the Pyrosim fire modelling to simulate the fire starting
immediately and evaluation of the fire and smoke spread within the building.

Figure 46: HRR of Coffee Shop Fire

The evacuation time (RSET) can be divided into components, time to notification, reaction time and
movement time. For the third design fire scenario, the time for the sprinkler would detect the heat
from the fire is estimated at 70 seconds (1.2 minutes), combined with 36 seconds (0.6 minutes) for the
occupants to react to the alarm for business occupancy and the movement travel time to be estimated
as 273 seconds (4.5 minutes) from the hand calculations results in a RSET of approximately 379 seconds
(6.3 minutes) for evacuation of the 925 occupants to be completed.
The coffee shop room area design fire was modeled in Pyrosim to estimate the available safe egress
time (ASET) available for building occupants and display the fire growth, temperature, smoke
development and obscuration and the affect this has on the ability for building occupants to safely exit
the second floor. The ASET is based on the time from ignition until the tenability criteria limit of smoke
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obscuration of 5m is reached. There are uncertainty and assumptions with these values but a smoke
obscuration of 5 m to escape impairment was selected from Section 5.2 Visibility/Smoke Obscuration
from the SFPE Guide to Human Behavior in Fire.
Pyrosim provides a graphical user interface for Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) and was used to predict
the development of smoke, temperature, carbon monoxide and other substances released by
combustion.
The reaction selected in Pyrosim is shown below in Figure 47 based on the SFPE Handbook, GM27,
polyurethane (flexible) foam material used in the upholstered furniture which has a soot yield (Ys) of
0.198. A heat release rate per unit area (HRRPUA) of 3120 kW/m2 was also used based on the heat
release rate of the upholstered furniture.

Figure 47: Pyrosim Reaction Data Input

The eastern interior stairwell was evaluated to determine when access to this stairway would become
untenable and the occupants would have to move towards the other 3 exits. Figure 48 shows the
smoke development from the fire in the coffee shop area at approximately 26 seconds.
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Figure 48: Pyrosim Smoke Development at 26 Seconds

At approximately 51 seconds, smoke can be observed traveling over the open stairway and ascending up
into the second floor as shown below in Figure 49.

Figure 49: Pyrosim Smoke Development at 51 Seconds

At approximately 115 seconds, the smoke travels to the west side of the building down the northern
hallway as shown in Figure 50.
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Figure 50: Pyrosim Smoke Development at 115 Seconds

Figure 51 below is a top view of the smoke distribution on the second floor after approximately 273
seconds.

Figure 51: Pyrosim Smoke Development at 273 Seconds

Figure 52 below is a top view of the smoke distribution on the second floor after approximately 400
seconds
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Figure 52: Pyrosim Smoke Development at 400 Seconds

Slice files were added to Pyrosim to determine tenability of the open eastern interior stairway as well as
the enclosed south east stairway. The smoke obscuration, visibility was evaluated and shown below in
Figure 53. The blue and black interface indicate that the tenability criteria of 5m is reached on the first
floor.

Figure 53: Pyrosim Smoke Obscuration at 45 Seconds
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The smoke obscuration tenability criteria was also evaluated at 109 seconds to show that the smoke has
ascended up the eastern open stairway and has reduced the visibility to approximately 5 m on the
second floor around the stairway displayed in Figure 54.

Figure 54: Pyrosim Smoke Obscuration at 109 Seconds

The Pathfinder egress software predicted that all the occupants would have evacuated the second floor
after a detection time of 70 seconds, delay pre-movement time of 36 seconds and a movement time of
260 seconds to evacuate the second floor. This results in a total estimated RSET of 366 seconds (6.1
minutes) for the evacuation of 925 occupants to be completed.
The smoke obscuration tenability criteria was also evaluated at 450 seconds, shown in Figure 55, to
evaluate the smoke traveling towards the south side of the second floor near the enclosed corner
stairway. The visibility is reduced in the hallway and would impact the occupants ability to access the
south eastern enclosed stairway. The ASET would be estimated at approximately 450 seconds (7.5
minutes) based on the smoke obscuration tenability analysis on the eastern side of the second floor.
The RSET calculation is estimated at 366 seconds (6.1 minutes), indicating that the building occupants
would have already evacuated the second floor and out the four to five exits on the first floor.
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Figure 55: Pyrosim Smoke Obscuration at 450 Seconds

The three design fires described are based on likely scenarios that could occur in this type of office
building and all would challenge the fire protection systems and emergency response plans that are in
place. Each fire represented unique hazards that have the potential to exist both within the various
compartments and open spaces. The HRR curves for the fuel packages I chose in my design fires all
contain uncertainty but do allow me to model how a credible fire could perform within the office
building and test the building’s fire protection systems. By utilizing the HRR curves and the critical heat
fluxes of combustible materials obtained from the SFPE handbook allowed me to model the transfer of
HRR from one fuel package to the next within the design space and apply FPE concepts.

Conclusion / Summary
The office building described in this egress analysis demonstrates equivalency and complies with the
2018 IBC requirements described within this report. This building does have additional fire protection
systems installed which includes a sprinkler system, smoke detection and alarm in order to protect the
occupants and contribute to the ASET of approximately 7.5 minutes which exceeds the RSET of
approximately 6 minutes as displayed in Table 28 based on the third design fire which was a fire on the
first floor in the coffee shop. The active and passive fire protection systems installed in this building if
activated as per design would likely allow for all occupants to safely evacuate safely. There are
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limitations and assumption made during performance based design analysis of egress systems and these
need to be considered when designing and implementing fire protection and life safety systems for
building occupants.
Table 28: ASET vs RSET Summary

With prescriptive design our life safety objectives are implicit and if all the prescriptive requirements are
met which is the case for this building with respect to exit capacity, the number of exits, exit travel
distances, protected enclosures, construction materials and other requirements listed in this report then
the ASET will likely exceed the RSET plus a margin of safety. A reasonable safe environment for building
occupants is being provided. Performance based design objectives are more explicit and demonstrate
moving people out of hazardous environments before the hazard develops to the point where it will
threaten the health and safety of the occupants.
Majority of buildings such as Office Building #211 are designed to comply with prescriptive
requirements, however performance based design may be used during engineering analysis for
challenging buildings such as sports stadiums, resorts, casinos and train stations. Performance
techniques are applied for building issues that can’t always be addressed prescriptively. Performance
based analysis is effective for occupancies which tend to be very large, have a high occupancy load, large
travel distances and may not meet the regulations prescribed in the IBC so timed evacuation analysis
may be done to demonstrate equivalency.
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Appendix #1: Additional Building Drawings

Fire Alarm System Layout - West Side of First Floor
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FACP

Fire Alarm System Layout - East Side of First Floor
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Fire Alarm System Layout - West Side of Second Floor
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FAP

Telecom Room
Design Fire

Fire Alarm System Layout - East Side of Second Floor
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Riser Diagram:

Riser Diagram First Floor
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Riser Diagram Second Floor
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Appendix #2: Fire Alarm Specification Sheets
FACP – E-FSC
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FAP EST3-LCDANN
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BPS-EBPS6A
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Intelligent Multisensor Smoke Detector – SIGA PS
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Field Configurable Horns / Strobes Genesis LED G1 Series
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Intelligent Manual Pull Stations E-278
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End of Report
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